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FOREWORD

I have had the privilege to be the first to read this book of essays, in proof, from soup to nuts. It is a great collection. For a great man.

Stephen Cretney’s modesty, so widely acknowledged in these pages, would lead him to downplay the significance of his contribution to the beneficial development of family law during the last 50 years. In fact, however, its significance is hard to overstate. It goes much wider than the quality of his contribution as a Law Commissioner, important though that was. Prior to 1970, as Stephen has demonstrated in his towering History, family law was deeply impoverished. One important reason was the lack of academic interest in it. The two rival manuals for use by practitioners – Rayden and Latey – expounded it but were (as one would expect) largely uncritical of it. Writers like A.P. Herbert had lampooned its most egregious absurdities. But there was little intellectual analysis of it, in particular of its archaic and futile hunt for matrimonial ‘guilt’ and ‘innocence’ as the determinants of legal rights.

But things changed with the advent in the 1960s of family law as a subject of undergraduate study. The fascinating complications inherent in the application of law to family relationships led many students to exercise the option to study it. Generations of them began to read and write about it. Then they moved on. Many became lawyers; some later became judges. A few became politicians. But, whatever they were doing, these graduates helped to widen the debate. Family law became a matter of national discussion. The result was that over the years beneficial changes in it were wrought both by legislation and also, massively if imperceptibly, by judicial decision. Legal academic study had discharged one of its most important functions: it had fertilised the law. Today family remains the area of law which attracts about the highest level of public interest – up there with criminal sentencing and the reach of Article 8 of the European Convention.

Credit for the achievement of putting family law on the map as an important subject for academic study must go to quite a few people, including – very definitely – some of the writers of these essays. Here, however, Stephen’s insistence on fairness, hovering over me, guides my pen to identify the seminal contribution of the late Peter Bromley. You must read the essay on the great case of Cretney v. Bromley in 1974: it’s riveting. Yet no one would object to my identification of Stephen himself as perhaps the most influential single
contributor to this achievement. His contribution was by his inspirational book *Principles*; by his lectures; by the breadth of his other legal activities and the energy with which he pursued them; by the respect for family law which his intellectual stature engendered among lawyers in other fields; and by his profound and stimulating expositions of issues in family law, never too hard to understand, which, like a magnet, drew those who read and heard them into a real and lasting interest in them.

This collection of essays is worthy of Stephen. They fall across a wide spectrum of subjects relating to family law and are written with astonishing clarity, originality and intellectual sophistication. Above all, however, they exude the warmth of one of those glorious English summer days of which we have about six each year. This, says each page, is for Stephen. The affection for the man is palpable.

Nicholas Wilson  
Candlemas, 2 February 2012  
The Supreme Court
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